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Examples are presented of high interactions in zeolites due to the charge density. The compa-
rison with acidic solutions suggests then to define activity coefficients and to consider protons and 
cations in terms of activity rather than concentration. The consequences of such a concept in the 
fields of catalysis and adsorption are presented. 

< 

The study of the acidity of zeolites has been mainly devoted to the characteriza-
tion of the nature, number and strength of sites. Since it now appears that zeolites 
behave also like ionizing solvents [1, 2] or electrolytes [2, 3] it may be interesting 
to look if other acidic properties of zeolites could not be deduced from the properties 
of acidic solutions. In this respect the paper will present some experimental facts 
which may be related to the well known concentration effect in solution. 

Introduction 

It. is known for a long time that interactions between charged species occur in 
zeolites. For instance, recently the Si K^ X-ray emission band energies have been linea-
arly correlated to the aluminium content of various zeolites types [4]. The results 
imply a regularly increasing destabilization of silicon bonding orbitals as aluminum 
atoms replace silicium atoms, independently of any zeolite structure effect. 

Acidity studies described previously may be a second example. They showed 
that only a part of the acidity of faujasite-types zeolites is titrable [5]. This part is 
decreasing as the aluminum content increases. It was deduced that a self-inhibition 
effect reduced the efficiency of the aluminum atoms in generating titrable acidity. 
An efficiency coefficient a was defined for the various zeolites. The changes of this 
coefficient with the aluminum content showed that the introduction of one more alu-
minum atom in the faujasite structure decreases the efficiency of all the aluminum 
atoms by 1.45%. 

Another series of results concerned with the interactions in zeolite is related to 
the infra-red wavenumber of acidic hydroxyl groups (high frequency band) which 
depends on cation and aluminum contents. With alkaline cationic forms progressively 
exchanged with protons, it has been observed that the hydroxyl IR wavenumber 
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vary almost linearly with the Si/Al ratio for series of faujasite type zeolites [6] or 
various zeolites [7, 8]. The Fig. 1 reports results which have been published for 
9 different zeolites. Only three of them (n° 2, 3, 6) belongs to the faujasite family. 

The zeolites for which a large number of results 
have been obtained give a range of OH wave-
numbers. The low values correspond to high acid 
strength (low cation content) and upper value 
to weak acid strength (high cation content). Sin-
ce for similar weak acid strengths different 
zeolites give various hydroxyl wavenumbers, it 
is inferred that the wavenumber alone is not a 
measure of the acid strength. The decrease in vOH 
observed in Fig. 1 as Si/Al increases cannot then 
be explained only on the basis of .the known in-
crease in acid strength. Since the decrease in the 
aluminum content (rise in Si/Al ratio) decreases 
the density of charges in the zeolite, the hyd-
roxyl groups are subjected to less intense interac-
tions with the framework and it is suggested that 
the force constant k of the OH bond is then dec-
reased which shifts the wavenumber to low 

values. The average IR wavenumber characterizing each zeolite would then de-
pend mainly on the charges in the zeolite independently of the crystalline struc-
ture and of the acid strength. 

Activity coefficients 

The study of solutions depend whether they are dilute or not. For solutions 
0.1 N to I N activity coefficients are used and may be calculated. The large number 
of interactions prevent the calculation of activity coefficients at higher concentrations. 
It is then interesting to look at the "concentration" of acid sites in zeolites [15]. 
The Table I reports the unit cell volume of a series of zeolites in A3 and litre [16] 
and the corresponding proton concentration per litre of zeolites crystal. The proton 
concentration of the theoretically hydrogen forms lies between 4.76 and 9.5 mol 

Table I 

A1 
V unit cell Theoretical Theoretical E x c h a n g e d 

Zeolite 
A1 

litre (a) H + H + fo r normal 
Al + Si (*N) per u. c. per litre solution 

X 0.45 15 670 9.03 86 9.5 10.5 
Y 0.29 15 350 9.03 56 6.2 16.1 
L 0.24 2 794 1.68 8 4.76 21 
offretite 0.20 1 160 0.70 3.6 5.16 19.4 
modernite 0.17 2 207 1.33 8.4 6.32 15.8 

(a): N=Avogadro Number 

Fig. 1. Wavenumber of the acidic hyd-
roxyls as a function of the Si/Al ratio 
for the following zeolites: 1: zeolite A 
[ 9 ] ; 2 : X ; 3 : Y [ 6 ] ; 4 : L [ 1 0 ] ; 5 : f i [ l l ] ; 6 : 
Y Al-deficient [6]; 7: offretite [12]; 8: 

mordenite[13]; 9: clinoptilolite [14] 

•s . 
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¡of H + litre -1 which corresponds to highly concentrated solutions. The last column 
.gives the degree of exchange to have an acid concentration of one mole proton per litre. 
The values obtained are quite lower than those considered for commercial zeolites. 
Since in solution it is quite usual in all these concentration ranges to consider activity 
coefficients, it is suggested that activity coefficients might also be defined in zeolites. 
The activity of a substance is defined by HAMMETT [17] "fundamentally in terms of 
the statement that the quantity RT In a represents the work that can be gained by 
the reversible transfer of one mole of the substance from the state in which it exists 
to some standard of reference state at the same temperature. Any force of interactions 
that tends to bind the substance to other components of the solution must therefore 
decrease its activity, for the work that must be done against these forces decreases 
the amount that becomes available when the substance is transferred to the reference 
state". This definition might be applied to. ions and atoms of the zeolite structure. 

From what was said just before, the interactions are very important in zeolites. 
The smaller the charge density, i. e. the smaller the A1/A1+Si ratio, the higher would 
be the activity coefficient. It then would depend for a large extent on the aluminum 
content. The Table I shows that it would increase from X to mordenite. In the case 
of faujasite it would be higher for Y than for X. Then.it turns out that the efficiency 
coefficient defined just before for faujasite zeolites behaves like an activity coefficient. 
Such a concept of activity coefficient would need of course the definition of reference 
and standard state on a thermodynamical basis. 

Applications to catalysis 

The consequences of an activity coefficient concept in acid solids would be at 
first in the field of catalysis. The rate of a reaction catalyzed by a proton is given by: 

r = fc[S][H+] / s / H + -J* 

where [S] and [H+] are the concentrations of the substrate S and of the proton; 
/ s , / H + and are the activity coefficients of the substrate, of the proton and of the 
transition state. 

As far as the activity coefficient of the proton depends on the catalyst, the compa-
rison of the catalytic properties of various zeolites should involve this parameter. 
Up to now no general classification of zeolites with regards to catalysis has been 
presented since the results depend on many parameters (nature of the cations, type 
of reaction, pretreatment and test conditions...). However for a long time it is known 
that in many reactions X zeolites are less active than Y [18,19] and mordenite more 
active than Y [19]. In the /.rooctane cracking it has been observed that HKL [20] 
and HK-offretite [21] zeolites are more active than HKY [22] with similar cation 
contents. The sequence of activity is parallel to that of activity coefficients deduced 
from the Table I (inverse of Al/Al+Si ratio) and to that reported Fig. 1. 

It has been postulated that the high acid strength generates a high catalytic acti-
vity. Nevertheless it has not been convincingly proved that the stronger acidity offsets 
the decrease in acid sites number as the Al/Al+Si ratio decreases [19]. Moreover the 
stronger acid sites are not necessary in cumene cracking on Y zeolites for example 
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[23]. The ¿woctane cracking experiments also showed that even at intermediate cation 
content, i. e. similar rather weak acid strength, Y zeolites are less active then L and 
offretite samples [20—22]. If then the acid strength alone is not able to account for 
the sequence of zeolites activities, the activity coefficient might be important to con-
sider. It may complete the series of parameters which may be involved [24]. 

Applications to adsorption 

From the extension of the Hammett definition to the case of zeolites it is sugges-
ted that activity coefficient may exist for ions other than protons. The cations which 
are usually considered as the adsorption sites for various adsorbates should then be 
evaluated in terms of activity rather than concentration. For a given zeolite the num-
ber of charges only depends on the aluminum content since the sum (H++cation) 
is constant. The activity of the cation, like that of the proton, would vary then mainly 
with the aluminum level. In the faujasite series it would be lower in X than in Y zeoli-
tes. The changes in the chemical potential of the sites n — RT In a would also, in abso-
lute, be lower in X and consequently the free enthalpy of adsorption per site. 

This hypothesis could be substantiated by results of adsorption of benzene and 
cyclohexane on X and Y zeolites with various sodium contents. Integral enthalpies 
and entropies of adsorption have been calculated for a monolayer [25]. It was conclu-
ded that "in X materials each cation adsorbs a smaller amount of hydrocarbon with 
a smaller heat of adsorption and a smaller change in entropy than in Y zeolites". 
It follows that, in absolute, the free enthalpy of adsorption per cationic site, AG, 
is also lower in X than in Y zeolites [26] (about 3 times for benzene adsorption). 
This is in line with the predictions. 

The existence of activity coefficients for adsorption sites would then modify 
the equilibrium of adsorption, the amounts adsorbed and the thermodynamical values 
of adsorption. 

Conclusions 

Due to the large interactions in zeolites, it is very likely that cations and protons 
behave like in concentrated solutions. Activity coefficients should then be defined. 
It is then necessary to take these activity coefficients into account when comparing 
the catalytic properties of various zeolites to their number of acid sites. It is also 
suggested that interactions in other solids may also generate activity coefficients. 
For instance the characterization of the acidity of amorphous silica-aluminas may 
very probably make necessary the use of activity coefficients: 
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